
#

90

Captain

No

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6020 325 5.31 1.8 33 9 1/2 26 7.59 4.61 104 N/A

Pro Scouting Report

PLAYER INFO

MEASURABLES

Pro Position(s)

DT
DOB (Age)

3-30-92(26)
Scout Name (Last, First) 

McConville, Ryder

TEAM

Oakland Raiders09–UDFA–NYJ

YEAR – RD – TMCOLLEGE

OHIO STATE (OHST)

Prospect (Last, First)

Hankins, Johnathan

2018: vs CLE 9/30, at LAC 10/7, vs IND 10/28, at BAL 11/25, at CIN 12/16

35
Winning %

42%
Positions Started

INJURIES

Trending down in scaks with 0 in 2018, 2 in 2017 and 3 in 2016 and had a career high in 

sack of 7 in 2014 before the injury. Had 8 TFL in 2016 and 2014 each and 4 TFL in 2018 

and 2017 each.

6th year DT that has started 71 of 83 career games, including 14 starts of 15 games in 2018 after being signed

during week 2 of the regular season. 1st year in DC Paul Guenther’s aggressive 4-3 defense where he primarily

lined up as a 1-tech and Nose tackle, while occasionally a 3-tech and 2i-tech and he was asked to 1 Gap and used

primarily on running downs. Solid height and very good weight, with a thick build with solid arm length and

adequate hand size, displays overall adequate athletic ability, with solid lateral agility and adequate balance,

foot speed, quickness, and explosiveness. Good mental processing to key and diagnose run/pass, with a good

understanding of blocking schemes with solid awareness against screens. Good against the run, with good pad

level and leverage with good play strength with good eye discipline and a good understanding VS Gap and Zone

schemes to understand the blocker’s role on that run. Displays solid lateral agility and quickly processes plays

to beat reach blocks. Displays good gap integrity vs the run being able to leverage his gap and will hold his

ground vs double teams not easily being moved. Good UOH vs the run with good timing and placement against

reach, base and drive blocks with good hand strength to control the OL with good hand strength, with good

ability to locate the ball carrier and disengage blocks with good arm extension and hand strength and finishes

with solid tackling ability. Good play strength able to control OL with solid or less play strength at the POA with

good lower and upper body strength and uses good leverage and pad level along with good core and leg

strength to stalemate double teams to free up a LBer. Displays good competitive toughness showing good effort

and good physical toughness to battle against double teams consistently and good mental toughness on critical

goalline situations to stuff runs. Good Pursuit, displaying a good effort chasing plays down the field or down the

LOS, takes good angles vs O/S Zone runs on playside and backside with solid range moving laterally to make a

tackle on the ball carrier and will move through traffic well. Adequate upfield burst, with adequate quickness

and explosiveness on run and passing plays limiting his ability to challenge OL with AA and beat them quickly.

Marginal pass rusher, adequate burst and AA limiting his explosiveness and gets off the line with adequate pad

level and lacks a plan to beat OL with poor bend on stunts and twists and adequate UOH showing adequate

placement having his hands out side of the chest and shows adequate timing allowing OL to get there hands on

him first while pass rushing being completely neutralized in the passing game. Overall, he is a two down 1-tech

or NT that is best utilized vs the run. Displays good gap integrity and mental processing to key and diagnose

run/pass, with good UOH to shed blocks and vision to locate the ball carrier with solid tackling ability and good

play strength and leverage to take on double teams. Lacks the AA to create a pass rush and adequate upfield

burst limiting him on passing downs.

CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played

83
Games Started

71
Games Won

AA, Pass Rush, UOH in Pass Rush, and Upfield Burst.

PROJECTION Two down 1-Tech or NT that is best utilized vs the run. Displays good gap integrity and and 

mental processing to key and diagnose run/pass with good UOH to shed blocks and good 

vision to locate the ball carrier with solid tackling ability and good play strength and 

leverage to take on double teams. Lacks the AA and the upfield burst to create a pass rush 

limiting him on passing downs.

SUMMARY

SCHEME FIT

BEST
Run Defense, Gap Integrity, Play Strength, Stalemating Double Teams, Angles in Pursuit, 

and Competitive Toughness

WORST

Nose/1-Tech

Best fit as a 1-tech utilized in a 4-3 One-Gapping scheme as a two down player and can play 

NT in Two-Gapping 3-4 scheme.

2013- None, 2014- None, 2015- Torn left pectoral (Missed weeks 10-17 and was placed 

on IR), 2016- None, 2017- None, 2018- None.

KEY STATS

Tapes Viewed


